YUMA COUNTY
RECRUITMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

Position: Behavioral Health Clinician (Underfill Detention Behavioral Analyst)
Department: Sheriff's Office
Classification: Non-Exempt, Eligible for overtime compensation
Salary: $25.85 - $32.50 / hr. (Underfill Salary $22.05 - $27.71/hr) D.O.Q.
Grade: 120 (Underfill grade 112)
Close Date: Open until filled

THE COUNTY OF YUMA DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE ON THE BASIS OF RACE, COLOR, NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEX, RELIGION, AGE OR DISABILITY

NATURE OF WORK: Under general supervision, performs professional work of moderate difficulty providing specialized behavior analysis to prisoners and is responsible for the provision of integrated, short term behavioral health counseling within the Yuma County Detention Center. This position has department specific responsibility.

EXPERIENCE & EDUCATION: Master's degree in Behavior Analysis, Behavioral Science, Psychology, Community Counseling, Social Work, or closely related field and two (2) years professional experience in behavioral health or social science; or a Bachelor's degree in the above and four (4) years professional experience in behavioral health or social science; A valid unrestricted license as a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC), Licensed Associate Substance Abuse Counselor (LASAC), Licensed Clinical Social Worker (LCSW), National Certified Counselor (NCC) or a closely related certification; OR an equivalent combination of education and experience.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Preferred professional experience in a Detention Center; may be required to successfully complete a background check, polygraph, psychological and drug test prior to appointment.

The above information is intended to describe the general nature of this position and is not to be considered a complete statement of duties, responsibilities and requirements.

**NOTE**
Reasonable accommodations will be made in order for an "otherwise qualified applicant" with a disability to participate in any stage of the recruitment process. Requests for accommodation must be made through the Yuma County Human Resources Department in advance of the event, or as soon as practical, so that necessary arrangements can be made (928) 373-1013 OR TDD (928) 373-1013

Apply:
Yuma County Human Resources - 198 S. Main St., Yuma, AZ 85364
Phone: (928) 373-1013 Fax (928) 373-1153 Job Line (928) 373-6090
Website: www.yumacountyaz.gov
See Reverse Side For More Information
Behavioral Health Clinician
(Underfill Detention Behavioral Analyst)

EXAMPLES OF WORK: (Illustrative Only) Provides counseling interventions to prisoners that may include behavior management, decision making, problem solving, goal setting, self-esteem, substance abuse issues and any other issues of concern; obtains prisoner’s social and medical history, and integrates assessment of physical health problems that may impact the prisoner’s mental illness; provides suggestions to psychologist or psychiatrists. Conducts in-depth interviews with prisoners, their families and interested parties to gather necessary information for the behavioral assessment of prisoners; reviews all police reports to determine possible state of mind; assesses and evaluates prisoners’ behavior and anticipates future behavior; assesses and evaluates prisoners for medical, social, behavioral and psychological needs, substance abuse, suicide prevention, communicable diseases, and security issues. Administers psychological testing; analyzes test results and makes recommendations to a psychologist or psychiatrist regarding care plan; coordinates video streaming appointments of psychologist or psychiatrist with prisoners for assessments; supervises the charting of the Detention Certified Nursing Assistants to ensure accuracy of information. Conducts and monitors follow-up assessments of prisoners; makes recommendations and referrals to the Detention Classification unit regarding prisoners’ classification level and needs; authorizes removal of prisoners from specialty units or suicide watches; initiates Title 36 submission process based on assessments; develops and implements theoretical and conceptual models/methods to measure prisoners’ behavioral progress. Attends regular meetings with psychologist or psychiatrist to review psychological services administered to prisoners; coordinates treatment with the Detention Center, courts and the Jail Liaison Program to ensure prisoners are being registered for applicable benefits, and/or are being provided services to ensure transition into society and continuity of care. Provides crisis intervention services to staff during stressful situations; may be required to testify in court. Prepares and maintains files, records and mental health charts relating to prisoner diagnosis, testing, treatment and progress; prepares incident and statistical reports. Coordinates with detention personnel to develop and maintain a safe and therapeutic atmosphere consistent with principles and practices of the Detention Center; assists in developing and implementing prisoner care plans. Maintains appropriate security and confidentiality of prisoner information; assures compliance with county, state, and Federal laws, rules, regulations, and departmental policies and procedures pertaining to prisoners in the Detention Center; adheres and models the codes of ethics associated with clinical specialty, license and certification. Facilitates behavioral health clinical rotations for students in college and university nursing programs; coordinates individual student schedules, conducts orientations, ensures student safety; provides recommendations to professors. Maintains up-to-date knowledge in the field, including current detention issues, intervention strategies, and after-care services. May provide consultation, education and training to staff regarding signs, symptoms and safety concerns when working with prisoners with mental illnesses. May assist in training new staff, as needed. Regular and reliable attendance is required. Performs other duties as assigned.

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Knowledge of: County policies and procedures; Federal, state, and county laws related to inmates, and Sheriff’s Office Detention facility policy and procedures; principles, methods, and techniques of group and individual counseling; legal terminology; behavior patterns of incarcerated persons, and contemporary behavioral health and system theories, practices and techniques used in understanding, describing and predicting behavior; human behavior and various social, economic, and cultural backgrounds; theoretical and conceptual methods relating to assessment instruments and measurement principles; community
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KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES CONTINUE:

resources and social service agencies; required detention and security training; specialized computers and software to prepare reports and maintain databases.

Skills in: Interviewing techniques, intervention strategies, and after care services; preparing psychological and social profiles; analyzing and evaluating prisoners’ medical, psychological, and behavioral needs, identifying problems, and developing feasible solutions; establishing and maintaining rapport with client prisoners; maintaining solid boundaries with prisoners; working independently with minimal supervision and exercising independent judgment; establishing and maintaining effective working relationships with employees, other agencies, and the public; educating staff and prisoners on wellness, mental health and prisoner treatment plans; interpreting laws and regulations, making decisions, maintaining composure, and working effectively under stressful conditions and emergency situations; dealing impartially with people of different social, economic, and ethnic backgrounds; following and communicating written and verbal instructions.

Ability to: Work collaboratively with judges, staff and court agencies; maintain absolute confidentiality of work-related issues, prisoner records, and other restricted information; comprehend and analyze a variety of individual and systematic therapeutic model and appropriate application, including evidence-based practice; work high volumes under short deadlines; adapt to changing and unscheduled tasks; maintain current licensure and all required training; perform the essential functions of the job with or without reasonable accommodation.

WORK ENVIRONMENT/PHYSICAL DEMANDS:

(Illustrative Only) Work is performed in a secure detention facility and in general office environment. Direct inmate contact. Stand and sit for a long period of time. Occasional lifting, carrying, pushing, and/or pulling. Some stooping, kneeling, bending, crouching, and/or crawling. Exposure to communicable diseases, hazardous materials, and unpleasant odors. Visual and muscular dexterity to operate: computer and office equipment, two-way radio and telephone. Annual TB skin testing. Random urinalysis testing.

EOE/AA/ADA/M/F/V/D
DRUG FREE WORKPLACE

Apply:
Yuma County Human Resources - 198 S. Main St., Yuma, AZ 85364
Phone: (928) 373-1013 Fax (928) 373-1153 Job Line (928) 373-6090
Website: www.yumacountyaz.gov
See Reverse Side For More Information